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Charging electric vehicles inductively as they are being driven on the road is a 
conceivable option through a prefabricated charging box placed underneath the 
top asphalt layer of existing flexible pavements. Such a box inclusion however 
generates a material discontinuity in the pavement layer and points of 
singularities, inducing failure in the materials involved under heavy moving 
loads. To design such an electrified road, the specific model proposed here 
yields parametric calculations of multilayered structures embedded in a crack. 
By separating the problem into multiple zones across different material layers in 
a cross-sectional geometry, the multilayered solution presented provides all the 
mechanical fields and interface stresses between layers. On an electrified road 
case study from the literature, a vertical crack between box and material layer 
extends applicability of this mechanical solution to predicting failures like layer 
debonding. An alternative top pavement layer material is suggested for future 
developments.  
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1. Introduction  

To achieve a reduction in CO2 emissions in meeting the European Energy Agency 
objectives for 2050, one of the solutions proposed is the electrified Roads (referred to as 
eRoad) (Rim, 2013; Fisher et al., 2014; Pérez et al., 2016). To inductively charge the 
moving Electric Vehicle (EV), one idea calls for inserting a prefabricated Charging Unit 
(CU) into a top asphalt layer of the existing flexible pavement.  It is then proposed to 
cover the entire structure with a thin layer that is also made of an asphalt material 
(Figure 1). The adaptation of eRoads is considered as a potential innovative solution. 
Nevertheless, the material and pavement structures offering acceptable charging 
solutions must be analysed in further detail. To be valid, this solution would in 
particular need to ensure a good bond between all the various materials in order to 
improve the durability of such pavements (Petit et al., 2018a, 2018b).  

This proposed prefabricated CU had originally been designed using a cement 
concrete material (Nguyen et al., 2014; Pérez et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017), thus 
introducing a major material discontinuity in the existing asphalt layers capable of 
causing a poor bond between the two materials (Deep, 2017). The ratio of the modulus 
between these two distinct materials in the charging box and layer accommodating the 
CU creates a tremendous singularity that depends on: environmental conditions, lateral 
vehicles displacements during lane-changing, and vehicle speed. This singularity 
worsens when the vehicle accelerates or is decelerates (Hammoum et al., 2010). In the 
following discussion, such lateral wandering will be denoted "w", in accordance with 
the notation adopted by Chen et al. (2017) (see Figure 1). A zero "w" value means that 



the vehicle loads are located at a symmetrical distance from the edge box. Such a 
vertical discontinuity, along with the interface discontinuity between box and materials, 
has not yet been fully studied (Chabot and Deep, 2018; Chen et al., 2018). To consider 
the material discontinuity due to inclusion of the box in asphalt overlays, a new 
development has been introduced in a 2D specific tool, called M4-5nW (Nasser and 
Chabot, 2015, 2018). The M4-5nW tool is based on an advanced model, i.e. M4-5n, for 
use with the Multi-Particle Model of Multilayer Materials (M4) containing 5n of 
equilibrium equations (n: total number of layers) (Chabot, 1997) and with Winkler 
springs (W). This 2D M4-5nW tool allows for convenient parametric calculations 
(Chabot and Nasser, 2015). In accordance with Deep (2017) and Chabot and Deep, 
(2018), this paper presents the main results of a new development in the M4-5nW tool 
that allows considering a material discontinuity in one or several material layers in order 
to analyse such discontinuities in an eRoad built with a prefabricated Charging Unit 
(CU) inclusion in the existing asphalt pavements. Applied to a cross-sectional geometry 
and material case study undertaken Chen et al. (2017), this tool makes available to 
engineers working on a pavement case study an alternative pavement structure suitable 
for further testing by means of full-scale accelerated experiments. 

2. The M4-5nW approach to modelling a pavement with cracks  

The simplified approach, chosen to study discontinuities in pavements, uses Winkler 
springs (W) to model one part of the soil foundation plus the M4-5n, which has been 
specially designed to analyse delamination in multilayered systems under bending loads 
(Chabot, 1997). The M4-5n belongs to the family of Multi-Particle Models of 
Multilayer Materials (M4), in which one M4 layer, with index i ϵ {1,n}, represents a 
single real layer or an equivalent combination of several physical layers or any other 
layer thickness needed to ensure the accuracy and reduced time consumption of the final 
solution. The M4-5n construction itself is based on a polynomial approximation per 
layer in z for the in-plane stress fields (where x and y denote the coordinates of the 
plane of the layers and z denotes the vertical coordinate, see Figure 2). The coefficients 
of these polynomial approximations are expressed via Reissner’s classical generalized 
stress fields per layer i. The shear and normal stresses, denoted respectively 𝜏"#,#%&(𝑥, 𝑦) 
and 𝜈,,,%&(𝑥, 𝑦) at the interface between layers i and i+1 (similarly i-1 and i, i ϵ{1,n-1}, α 
ϵ {1,2}), ensure the continuity between these two consecutive layers through Equation 
(1).  

 -𝜏"
#,#%&(𝑥, 𝑦) = 	𝜎"1(𝑥, 𝑦, ℎ#%) = 	 𝜎"1(𝑥, 𝑦, ℎ#%&3 )
𝜈,,,%&(𝑥, 𝑦) = 	𝜎11(𝑥, 𝑦, ℎ#%) = 	𝜎"1(𝑥, 𝑦, ℎ#%&3 )

 (1) 

where ℎ#% and ℎ#3 are the coordinates of the upper and lower face of layer i respectively. 
The thickness, denoted 𝑒#, of each layer i is then 𝑒# = ℎ#% − ℎ#3. 

Each i layer has its own behavioural laws, equilibrium equations and lateral 
boundary conditions. A vertical crack is easy to introduce into each layer separately 
(Chabot et al., 2005, 2007). This model can be viewed as a the superimposition of n 
Reissner plates linked by interfacial forces; it reduces the real 3D problem to the 
determination of plane fields (x, y) for each layer i and at the interface i, i+1, (and i-1, 
i). Thus, the real 3D (2D) object is transformed into a 2D (1D) geometry. This approach 
leads to the development of delamination criteria and semi-analytical calculations 
without encountering any of the singularity type problems of interface stresses (Chabot, 
1997; Caron et al., 2006; Chabot et al., 2013). 



For pavement applications, the M4-5n layer numbering starts at the surface 
layer, as shown in the general diagram (Figure 1). In the so-called M4-5nW tool 
developed for 2D plane strain problems (Nasser and Chabot, 2015, 2018), the pavement 
is set as the equivalent of 3 material layers resting on the soil. The soil is assumed 
equivalent to a combination of a dummy layer (“shear soil layer” no. 4), thus ensuring 
the transfer of shear stresses between the pavement multilayer and Winkler springs 
(Figure 2). In this case, a series of M4-5nW equation operations leads to writing a 
12	 × 12 second-order differential system of analytical equations that depend solely on 
variable x (Equation 2): 

 AX;;(x) + BX;(x) + CX(x) = DYB,&C(x) + EYE,FC(x) + FYB,&(x) + GYE,F(x) (2)	

with the first order M4-5nW unknowns written as follows (Equation 3): 
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where 𝑈&,(𝑥), 𝑈1, (𝑥) and 𝜙#(𝑥) are, respectively, the average in-plane displacements, 
average out-of-plane displacements and average rotations of the layer i (𝑖 ∈ [1,4]). The 
matrices [A]12x12, [B]12x12, [C]12x12, [D]12x2, [E]12x2, [F]12x2 and [G]12x2 of the above 
system (2) that depend solely on the geometric and mechanical parameters of the 
equivalent elastic problem. These matrices have been given analytically by Nasser and 
Chabot (2018).  

The indices ''0,1'' and ''4,5'' are used for the boundary conditions respectively at 
the top of the pavement, between the outside and the first layer, and at the bottom of the 
multilayer, between the outside and the fourth layer, where it provides the connection 
between the shear layer and the Winkler foundation. The spring stiffness computation 
uses Odemark’s formula (Odemark, 1949). In considering 𝐸_ as the Young’s modulus 
of the soil, the hypothesis of a continuity of critical displacements between the 
multilayers and the Winkler mass is implied by the boundary conditions binding the 
interface forces and the springs, as written in Equation (4). 
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where f is a correction factor which is equal to 0.83 for a multilayer.  
Following the initial M4-5n works for a pavement with existing vertical cracks 

(Tran et al., 2004; Chabot et al., 2005) and as explained in Nasser and Chabot (2015, 
2018), the 2D tool semi-analytically solves Equation (2) using the Newmark 
discretization presented in Equation (5).  
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		;	𝑘v%& = 𝑥(𝑗 + 1) − 𝑥(𝑗) (5) 

Next, thanks to the definition of the M4-5n generalised displacements and the 
M4-5n generalised stresses (Chabot, 1997), it is possible to derive the M4-5n 
approximate displacements and M4-5n approximate stress fields through the entire 2D 
plane.  



3. Numerical development in the M4-5nW tool for an eRoad type analysis  

To test whether the M4-5nW would be a convenient tool for the parametric study of 
prefabricated CU inclusions in roads with possible macrocracks between materials, in 
the case of highly different materials being used, it is proposed herein to analyse the 
elastic stress distribution around the charging box for the 2D plane strain example of 
Chen’s PhD works (Chen et al., 2017). In that case study, as illustrated in Figure 1 and 
studied in Section 4, the proposed CU is made of a cement concrete material and 
inserted into an existing flexible pavement. Owing to problem symmetry, only half the 
cross geometry of Figure 1 will be studied (Figure 2). The M4-5nW problem can thus 
be divided into four zones (Deep, 2017).  

The moving load conditions are written in Zone 3, where x ∈ [𝑙y + 𝑙z, 𝑙y + 𝑙z +
𝑙{] (Figure 2). In that Zone 3, the load q(x), which describes the vertical and uniform 
load distribution from the tyre contact, is in the downward z direction. The boundary 
condition at the upper interface (0,1 index) can then be written into the following 
Equation (6).  

 - 𝜏&
B,&(𝑥) = 0

𝜈B,&(𝑥) = q(𝑥)
 x ∈ [𝑙y + 𝑙z, 𝑙y + 𝑙z + 𝑙{] (6) 

In a subsequent development (Tran et al., 2004; Chabot et al., 2005), the M4-5n 
boundary conditions at 𝑥 = 0 and 𝑥 = l describing the fixed boundary on the both ends 
(Figure 2), are provided through Equation (7): 
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A “b” index notation, for the points of layers 2 and 3 containing the box 
inclusion, will be used in the following.	

3.1 Adaptation of the M4-5nW equations for eRoad problems with built-in CU  

The first additional zone I introduced in the M4-5nW tool pertains to the CU location, 
where x ∈ [0, 𝑙y]. This CU inclusion is placed in the layers nos. 2 and 3 of the 
multilayered structure (Figure 2).  

Since the CU box is made of a different material than the layer material, the 
matrices of both Zone 1 (box zone (𝑥 ∈ [0, 𝑙y])) and those outside the box zone 
(𝑥 ∈ [𝑙y, 𝑙])) differ in the second-order differential system of the 12 analytical 
equations function of (x) (Equation 2). This system is modified for Zone 1 as written in 
Equation (8) below: 

 𝐴y𝑋;;(𝑥) + 𝐵y𝑋;(𝑥) + 𝐶y𝑋(𝑥) = 𝐷y𝑌B,&C(𝑥) + 𝐸y𝑌E,FC(𝑥) + 𝐹y𝑌B,&(𝑥) + 𝐺y𝑌E,F(𝑥) (8) 

M4-5n is a projection of all these layers into a single system, hence 
modifications to the material properties in the two layers 2 and 3 for Zone 1(𝑥 ∈ [0, 𝑙y]) 
(Figure 2), lead to different matrices even though their construction remains identical. 



Note that system is solved, for the geometric position of charging box for Zone 1 
(𝑥 ∈ [0, 𝑙y]). Beyond Zone 1, where 𝑥 ∈ [𝑙y, 𝑙], by taking the layer material into 
account, the process is repeated to obtain these matrices. 

Once the analytical equations for Zones 1 and Zone 2 have been written, the 
continuity equations for displacement and rotations at (𝑥 = 𝑙y) are given in Equations 
(9), (10) and (11) as: 

 𝑈&Y�(𝑙y) = 𝑈&Y(𝑙y) and 𝑈&1�(𝑙y) = 𝑈&1(𝑙y) (9) 

 𝑈1Y�(𝑙y) = 𝑈1Y(𝑙y) and 𝑈11�(𝑙y) = 𝑈11(𝑙y) (10) 

 𝜙&Y�(𝑙y) = 𝜙&Y(𝑙y) and 𝜙&1�(𝑙y) = 𝜙&1(𝑙y) (11) 

The two interfacial behaviour relationships at interface i, i+1 between layer i and 
layer i+1, as given in Equations (12) and (13) (Chabot, 1997), are then used to derive 
the continuity relationship between the two interfacial unknowns present due to the 
material discontinuity in layers 2 and 3. 
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In subtracting Equation (13) at point x = lb and using Equation (9), Equations 
(14) to (16) are obtained for the three interfaces affected by the presence of the CU (first 
between layers 1 and 2, then between layers 2 and 3 and lastly between layers 3 and 4) 
(Figure 2).  
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Similarly, by subtracting Equation (12), at x = lb and then using Equations (9) to 
(11), a system of the three additional equations is obtained to assure the continuity of 
the interface shear stresses of the three interfaces involved (Deep, 2017). 

The system can thus be solved numerically given that all the boundary, 
continuity and interface conditions have been formulated and defined for this eRoad 
inclusion problem. 

3.2 Numerical solution of the M4-5nW for the eRoad problem with CU 
inclusion  

To solve this system numerically by means of the Finite Difference Method (FDM), the 



multilayered equivalent medium is discretized into N points in the x-direction (Figure 
3). Each point contains all the M4-5n mechanical fields of each layer i. 

Introducing a change of material in one (or several) layer equations of the M4-
5nW tool leads to modifying the initial equations of the differential system and FDM 
scheme with approximations around the changes of Zone 1 and 2, at point jb  
(Deep, 2017). Next, in considering the set-up in Figure 3 with fine meshes, the 
differential dimension of the problem written in Equation (2) can be reduced using 
twice the Newmark discretization given in Equation (5). This implementation has been 
performed for a uniform discretization.  

Due to issues of separating the equations explicitly in M4-5n, the discretization 
is used as if at node jb both the materials are glued with infinite strength. According to 
M4-5n developments using FDM (Tran et al., 2004), this fast and approximate method 
leads to a numerical solution of a system of 12N equations as summarized in Equation 
(17). 

 𝔸𝕏(𝑥) = 𝔹𝕐B,&(𝑥) + ℂ𝕐O,O%&(𝑥) (17) 

Now having the primary displacement field unknowns after solving this primary 
system, it is thus necessary to calculate the secondary unknowns linked to the main M4-
5n stress fields defined for each layer i. The functions calculating derivatives are also 
modified to handle the material discontinuity. To calculate the interface unknowns, the 
functions are used separately for Zones 1 and 2 and then combined selectively for both 
these zones. 

3.3 Introduction of vertical debonding between the CU and a part of the asphalt 
layer  
In addition, depending on the chosen bonding case, as illustrated in section 4, the M4-
5nW lateral boundary conditions must use a system of continuity (or discontinuity) 
equations written in terms of the generalised stresses and generalised displacements of 
layer 2 at point jb of the CU edge at point x = 𝑙y. A macro vertical crack is selected 
between Zone 1 and 2 in order to model the CU and asphalt layers. This separation is 
modelled by using the previously employed macro vertical crack in the layer (Chabot et 
al., 2007), where the system on both the left and right slides of the crack introduced into 
that layer are already numerically uncoupled. Using a thin discretization, the M4-5n 
boundary conditions of free edges are written between two consecutive nodes (Figure 4). 

 
Index f represents the crack, thus a vertical crack exists in the layers next to the 

box; for this application, such is the case only for the layers with the box and stresses 
around this position (i.e. the separate points 𝑋� and 𝑋�%&). They can be expressed as 
follows (Equation (18)).  

 �
𝑁&&Y �𝑋�� = 0
𝑀&&
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𝑄&Y�𝑋�� = 0

   and     �
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where 𝑁&&# , 𝑀&&
# 	and 𝑄&#  are the secondary unknowns of the normal stress component 

along x, the moment component along x and the shear force of layer i respectively. This 
development allows for the different material modulus values to be used to the left of 
the crack, in the M4-5nW, in one of the layers initially containing the box. This set up 

x = lb( )



also allows the box to be located in two layers and a different material next to the box in 
both the layers including the crack. The above scheme can be easily extended to any 
number of layers, hence multiple combinations of different materials can be used to 
model the desired application with respect to both the chosen CU thickness and the 
material in the layer adjacent to the CU. 

4. Results and alternative eRoad structure proposal  

To study the rutting effect in such an eRoad, an all viscoplastic behavioural law with 
coupled damage for asphalt layers can be employed (Chen et al., 2017). This set-up 
leads to the determination of many unknowns and makes use of considerable number of 
parameters in a structural tool. The present analysis focuses more on the effects of a 
possible macrocrack existing in such an eRoad. An elastic model is assumed to be 
acceptable with equivalent modelling assumptions at a given temperature and load 
speed (Chupin et al., 2014) (Bodin et al., 2017).  

First, the geometry, the load and the elastic material characteristics of the 
pavement studied in this paper are chosen so as to obtain the similar asphat pavement 
results to those of Chen et al. (2017). A uniformly distributed load of 800kPa, among a 
tyre width of 0.20m, is applied. In that paper, the equivalent elastic material of the first 
asphalt layers fitting Chen’s results, as derived in section 4.1, is assumed to be 
representative of a standard material, called BBSG for “Béton Bitumineux Semi Grenu” 
(a European material provided from the standard NF EN 13108-1, 2008). According to 
the French design method (Corte and Goux, 1997), for all results presented below, the 
corresponding modulus value is assumed to be representative of the common average 
vehicle speed proposed in the method, i.e. an average vehicle speed of 72 km/h. Next, in 
Section 4.2, the mechanical field with or without the presence of CU vertical 
debonding, in light of the proposed cement concrete composition, and the existing 
asphalt layer will be studied. For all the calculations, a regular mesh is used with 20 
such meshes applied to Zone 1 (Figure 3). According to the modelled case (Figure 1), 
this implies a mesh width of 20mm been kept for all simulated zones and all cases 
studied. 

4.1 Validation of the new tool and determination of the equivalent elastic 
material of layer1 

In an effort to validate the new M4-5nW numerical set-up that considers a CU inclusion 
(with or without macrocracks), in assuming the non-realistic case of a CU inclusion 
made of the same material as the host asphalt layers, an initial parametric study leads to 
determining the equivalent elastic asphalt Young’s modulus of the asphalt layers. 
According to Chen’s data, Layer 4 is supposed to be made of an equivalent unbound 
granular material. For the M4-5nW study and in respecting a ratio of no greater than 4 
between each layer thickness (Tran et al., 2004; Nasser and Chabot, 2018), the layer 
characteristics obtained for this flexible pavement are listed in Table 1. The soil model 
has been adapted accordingly with 𝐸¡ = 160𝑀𝑃𝑎 in Equation (4). 

Figure 5 illustrates the new numerical implementation of the CU inclusion in the 
M4-5nW obtained for this case (with for M4-5nW a virtual CU inclusion having the 
same Young’s modulus as the asphalt layers). The equivalent Young’s Modulus value 
obtained is 𝐸& = 𝐸Y = 𝐸1 = 1000𝑀𝑃𝑎 (Figure 5). This very low modulus value could 
correspond to a standard European asphalt material (BBSG) set at 40°C at an average 



speed of 72km/h as mentioned above. The resulting curves in Figure 5 successfully lie 
in the same range of values as the results given by Chen with the use of a viscoelastic 
model of the asphalt layers (Chen et al., 2017). 

4.2 eRoad structure proposal regarding both material and pavement  

For the eRoad under study, the prefabricated CU (height 𝑒 = 0.14𝑚, width 2𝑙y =
0.8𝑚) is assumed to generate 30 GPa with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.2. This CU inclusion, 
made of cement concrete, is placed into the layers 2 and 3 of the pavement structure, as 
illustrated in Figure 3 and with the layer materials given in Table 1. In the following 
discussion, considering that the worst case for bonding is when the load is located as 
closed as possible to the vertical cracks as shown in Nasser and Chabot (2018). Figure 6 
illustrate Chen’s case of a lateral wandering value equal to -0.2 (Chen et al., 2017), i.e. 
when the load is near the CU edge. In the case of a perfect bond between the CU and 
asphalt layers, as illustrated by the Von Mises curves in Chen et al. (2017) and with the 
following M4-5nW 𝜎§§(𝑥, 𝑧) distribution, the bond between the CU and asphalt material 
may indeed be affected due to the change of materials in Layers 2 and 3 around 𝑥 = 𝑙y 
(Figure 6). 

With help of this new M4-5nW tool and in considering a scenario where the 
bonding conditions have failed between the CU and asphalt layers due to the very high 
modulus ratio between the cement concrete material of the box and asphalt layers at 
40°C, a vertical macrocrack over the entire thickness of Layers 2 and 3 is introduced. 
According to M4-5n theory, only zero stress conditions at i index values of 2 and 3 (for 
the concerned layers 2 and 3) are applied at the jb point (Figure 3). That case is 
illustrated in the following discussion for two load positions (Figure 8 and 9). 

Next, in considering that the thick layer of the asphalt pavement (Layers 2 plus 
3, modelled by M4-5nW as illustrated in Figure 2) was likely to have originally been 
built with two asphalt sub-layers a perfect bond may no longer exist between the layers 
or else it may be damaged. Consequently, from the latest international RILEM 
knowledge on cracking and debonding in asphalt composite and pavement structures 
(Buttlar and Chabot, 2018), an alternative eRoad structure is ultimately proposed for the 
case under study. It is being suggested that engineers test the option by first removing 
half of the existing thick asphalt layer (here, Layer 2 in Figure 2) before placing the CU 
made of cement concrete material in the remaining half-layer (i.e. Layer 3) (Figure 7). It 
should then become possible to cast and cover the entire arrangement with a cement 
concrete (for Zones 2 to 4 of Layer 2 and Layer 1 as noted on Figure 2), as commonly 
used for Ultra-Thin Whitetopping pavement (Rasmussen et al, 2004). 

These inverse composite pavements featuring a cement concrete overlay mix 
cast directly onto an existing asphalt pavement, have demonstrated their efficiency in 
terms of the interlayer bond (Chabot et al., 2008, 2013; Vandenbossche and Barman 
2010) even if thermal gradients and water may affect them (Chabot et al., 2017; Mateos 
et al., 2017; Petit et al., 2018b). For this new pavement structure, the M4-5nW tool 
leads to considering the proposed multilayered system in Figure 7 where the cement 
concrete (CC) layer is virtually divided into Layers 1 and 2 for all zones except Zone 1. 
In this case, the CU is located both in the existing sub-asphalt layer no. 3 and the new 
sub CC-layer no. 2. The CC layers are assumed to display the same cement material 
characteristics as the CU. Naturally, if necessary, this parameter is easy to change in the 
M4-5nW tool.  

In considering vertical debonding between the box and the asphalt Layers 2 and 
3, Figure 8 illustrates, even for a load position relatively far from the CU inclusion (for 



the lateral wandering position w=0),  the tremendous variation in interfacial normal 
stress 𝜈&,Y(𝑥) (Equation 1 without a y variable for the 2D problem studied here) between 
Layers 1 and 2 obtained in the initial case (called BBSG BBSG – crack), in comparison 
with the proposed alternative pavement case (called CC + BBSG). 

As summarized in the paper with M4-5nW results, for each structure proposal, 
Figure 8 and 9 illustrate that the closer the load to the box (with w=-0.2), the higher the 
intensity of the interfacial normal stresses. The composite structure proposal 
(CC+BBSG curves at the interfaces between Layers 1 and 2 and between Layers 2 and 
3) reduces the interfacial normal stress intensity between layers 1 and 2 around the CU 
edge (Figure 6). Even though, in this case, a small concentration of interfacial normal 
stress exists at the CU edge, this alternative structure offers an attractive solution for 
adapting the existing flexible pavements into an eRoad. In fact, for the final survey and 
maintenance of existing cables connecting the CU to the pavement side, where 
electricity needs to be re-injected, a small propagation of debonding near the joint of 
Ultra-Thin Whitetopping pavements may have occurred after several loading cycles 
(Chabot et al., 2008). This would therefore provide a good opportunity to access the 
cable position should it be located close to these existing joints. 

Regardless of the actual pavement structure solution proposed, the presence of 
these cables must be carefully studied since it can be assumed that any such presence 
may also adversely affect the durability of asphalt pavements with, for instance, 
probable reflective cracking phenomenon, thus prompting the need for appropriate 
maintenance. 

5. Conclusion and outlooks 

In order to adapt existing flexible pavement structures into an eRoad with a 
prefabricated inductive Charging Unit (CU) placed underneath the top asphalt layer, the 
behaviourial material problems to be solved include finding pavement structural 
solutions to avoid a possible debonding phenomenon between the CU inclusion and 
other pavement materials. This challenge may arise quickly and, under such conditions, 
become one of the major distress parameters to be taken into account to ensure the 
durability of such new road concepts. In this case, the use of M4-5nW simulations may 
be beneficial for conducting several parametric studies. To consider such a material 
discontinuity due to a box inclusion in asphalt overlays as studied in Chen’s work (Chen 
et al., 2017), a new development has been achieved in the 2D specific M4-5nW tool 
developed by Nasser and Chabot (2018) and presented therein. The introduction of a 
change of material in one or more layers leads to modifying the second-order 
differential system of M4-5nW analytical equations as well as the FDM numerical 
scheme, with approximations around the CU edges in these layers. In considering the 
use of a CU made with cement concrete and surrounding vertical cracks, it has been 
shown in this paper that reducing the modulus ratio between the the prefabricated CU 
material and the top layers could provide a suitable option for avoiding failure between 
the various material overlays. The pavement structure option proposed herein 
constitutes a mix of cement concrete materials cast directly onto an asphalt material 
layer, as used for Ultra-Thin Whitetopping pavements. Alternatively, another material 
may also be anticipated for the CU. 

To contribute to this energy transition period, this modelling quickly seeks to 
highlight, from a pavement point of view, whether some particular mix of materials 
between layers could offer an attractive option to be studied in greater detail and 
ultimately tested by means of accelerated loading facilities. To compare the results and 



investigate in greater depth the structural durability of such adapted eRoad pavement 
types, through for instance studying other potential partial debonding locations in the 
eRoad between layers, future M4-5n developments could subsequently be achieved and 
implemented using the mixed finite element method proposed in Nasser et al. (2018). 
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Tables 

Table 1. Layer elastic characteristics obtained for the asphalt pavement model with the 
M4-5nW 

Layer i 𝑒, (m) 𝐸, (MPa) 𝜐, 

Layer 1 0.05 1000 0.35 
Layer 2 0.07 1000 0.35 
Layer 3 0.07 1000 0.35 
Layer 4 0.28 270 0.35 

 
Figures 

 

Figure 1. An eRoads example showing the half cross-sectional geometry of an asphalt 
eRoad with a Charging Unit – CU (according to Chen et al., 2017) 



 

Figure 2. M4-5nW equivalent eRoad model of half the cross-sectional geometry 

 

Figure 3.  The M4-5nW discretization of the eRoad half cross section  

 

Figure 4. M4-5nW crack discretization of the eRoad half cross section 



 

Figure 5. M4-5nW elastic equivalent results of the asphalt pavement example taken by 
(Chen et al., 2017) (with Figure 2 configuration) 

    

Figure 6. Example of the M4-5nW 𝜎§§	distribution in the eRoad of Figure 1 with w=-0,2 



 

Figure 7. An alternative eRoad pavement structure proposal 

 

Figure 8. Interfacial normal stress comparison between the various cases (w=0.0) 



 

Figure 9. Interfacial normal stress comparison between the various cases (w=-0.2) 

 


